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tuth

and Confirmation *

RUDOLF CARNAP

The difference between the two concepts 'true' and 'confirmed' ('verified', 'scientifically accepted') is important and yet frequently not sufficiently recognized. 'True' in its customary meaning is a time-independent
term; i. e., it is employed without a temporal specification. For example,
one cannot say "such and such a statement is true today (was true yesterday; will be true tomorrow) " but only "the statement is ttue." 'Confirmed',
however, is time-dependent. When we say "such and such a statement is
confirmed to a high degree by observations" then we must add: "at such
and such a time." This is the pragmatical concept of degree of confirmation.
The semantical concept of the degree of confirmation of a statement,u;ith
respect to other stdtements which formulate the evidence is again independent of the temporal aspect; in using this concept we are merely asserting an analytic or logical truth which is a sheer consequence of the definition of 'degree of confirmation' (weight, strength of evidence) presupposed.

As is well known, the concept of truth, when used without restrictions
in conversational language), leads to contladictions (the so-called antinomies). For this reason some logicians in recent times have been rather
diffident in regard to this concept and have tried to avoid it. At times it
u,as considered altogether impossible to establish an exact and consistent
definition of truth (in its customary meaning); this has brought it about
that the te.rm 't.rue' was used in the sense of the entireiy different concept
'confirmed'. But this leads to considerable deviations from the common
(as

of language. Thus one would find it necessary to abandon, e.9., the
principle of the excluded middle. This principle maintains for every statement that either it or its negation is true. But as to the vast majority of
statements, neither they nor their negations are confirmed or scientifically
usage

accepted. Tarski,' however, succeeded in establishing an unobiectionable
definition of truth which explicates adequately the meaning of this word
in common language (but of course is also bound to restrict its employ-

ment, as compared with common usage, in order to eliminate the contra* Adapted by the author and translated by H. F. from "Wahrheit und Bewdhrung",
Actes dit Congris lnternational de Philosoi;hie Scientifique, ry36, by kind permissibn
of Hermann & Cie., Paris, and from "Remarks on Induction and Truth", Philosoplty
and Phenornenological Researcb, Vol. VI, by kind permission of the editor.
r Cf. Tarski's article in this collection.
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they are merely different formulations for the same factual content; nobody may accept the one and relect the other; if used as communications,
both sentences convey the same information though in different form. The
difierence in form is indeed important; the two sentences belong to two
quite difierent parts of the language. (In my terminology, ( I ) belongs
to the oblect part of the language, (z) to its meta-part, and, more sPecifically, to iti semantical part.) This diffeience in form, however, does
not prevent their logical equivalence. The fact that this equivalence has
been overlooked by many authors (e. g., C. S. Peirce and John Dewey,z
Reichenbach,' and Neurath a) seems to be the source of manY misunderstandings in current discussions on the concePt of truth. It must be admitted that any statement of the logical equivalence of two sentences in
English can only be made with certain qualifications, because of the
ambiguity of ordinary words, here the word 'true'. The equivalence holds
certainly if 'true' is understood in the sense of the semantical concept of
iluth.s I believe with Tarski that this is also the sense in which the rvord
'true' is mostly used both in everyday life and in science'u However, this
is a psychological or historical question, which we need not here examine
further. In this discussion, at any rate,I use the word 'ttue' in the semantical
sense.

The sentences (r) and (3) obviously do not say the same' This leads
to the important result, which is rather obvious but often overlooked,
that the sentences (z) and Q) haae different contents. (3) and (4) are
Iogically equivalent since (r) and (z) are.It follows that (z) and (4) have
different contents. It is now clear that a certain terminological possibility
cannot be accepted. "If we constantly bear in mind that the acceptance of
any proposition may be reversed," in other words, that we have always
to-,rr. ini..pretation (b),not (a), "then we might instead call an accepted
proposition a ffue proposition." This usage, however, would be quite
misieading because ii would blur the fundamental distinction bet$'een (2)
and (3).
Felix Kaufmann ? comes to the conclusion that my concePtion, although
2See

John Dewey, Logic: The Theory of lnquiry, 1938, p. 345, foomote 6, with

ouotations from Peirce.
' , flans Reichenbach, Experience and Prediction, 1938; see 5Szz, 35.

aOtto Neurath, "(Jniversal Jargon and Terminology," Proceedings Aristotelian
Society, tg4o-tg4t, pp. rz7-t48 see especially pp. Ij8 f.
_
5 For this point and-the subsequent diicussion iompare Alfred Tarski, "The Semantic
volume,
where a
in
this
of
Truth,
Semantics,"
and
the-Foundations
Conception'of
numbelr of common misunderstandings are cleared up. Compare aiso my lntroductiott
to Semantics, r94zi see p. u6: "We u1e the term ['true'] here in such a sense that fa
assert that a sentence is irue means the sawte ds to dssert the sentence itself ,"
6 Arne Ness has expressed doubts in this respect; but he has admitted that in 9o7o
of the cases examined'by him the persons questioned reacted in the sense of the equivaience. See Tarski, with reference to Ness.
7 Ph;losophy and Phenomenological Researcb, Vol. II (1942), pp.457-47r; and, especialiy Vol. IV (1944), pp.267-284.
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testing, is considered as mole or less confirmed, i. e', scientifically accepted
or rej"ected. The description of that procedure is not a matter of logic.but
is itsJf empirically-scientific (psychblogical and sociological). One might

,meihodological', especialiy if it-is presented in the form of proposals and precep;. Only ihe esential features of the scientific procedure
*ill h.r" be sch&natically outlined; what matters here are not so much the
details but rather a cleai emphasis upon the distinction between the two
most important oPerations of the procedure.
The siatements of (empirical) sCience are such that they can never be
definitively accepted or rejected. They can o-nly be.confirmed or discon-

call

it

'sake

of simplicity we may distinfirmed to'a ceriain degree. For the
guish two types of staiements lvhich are, however, n9t sharply sePara6t" 1i.e., difiering only by degree): the directly testable and the. lonly)
indirectly testabll ttrtl-..,tt. We shall speak of 'directly testable statement' wiren circumstances are conceivable in which we confidentlY consider the starement so strongly confirmed or else disconfirmed on the basis
of one or vefy few observitions that we would eitheraccept-or reiect it
outright. Examples: "There is a key on my desk". conditions for the test:
I starid n.rr rr.,f desk, sufrcient illumination is provided, etc. Condition of
acceptance: I iee a key on my desk; condition of rei-ection: I don't see a
key ihere. Indirect t.riirg of a statement.consists in directly testing other
statements which stand ii specifiable logical relations to the statement in
question. These other statehents may be,called 'test-sentences' for the
girr.r rarr.-ent. Occasionally an indirectly. testable. statement,may be
Ionfirmed by confirming statements from which it is deducible; this is the
case, e. g., *itf, existential statements. Scientific laws, however, have the
form oiuniversal statements. A universal statement (of simplest form)
can be confirmed to ever higher degrees by confirming more and more
statements derivable from the law and thereby accePting them (while
none are reiected). There are important questions as to the logical relations between such statements whlch are to be tested and their respective
test-sentences. We shall however not examine these any further but rather
attend to the analysis of the confirmation of directly testable statements'
Here we must disiinguish mainly the following two oPerations:
r. Confrontation bf a stfrtement ,tuith obseraation. Obselvations ale
performed and a statement is formulated such that- it may-be recognized
as confirmed on the basis of these observations. If, e' g', I see a key on
my desk and I make the statement: "There is a-\ey on my desk", I accePt
this statement because I acknowledge it as highly corfirmed on the basis
of my visual and, possibly, tactuai o_bservations. (The concePt of ob,.rrr"iion is here understood in its widest sensel "I am hungry" or "I am
angry" in this context ale also taken as observation statements.ls Ordi1s It is a matter of convention as to whether these directly established,statements
(protocol statements) are to be taken as referring to observed things and processes
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Logik der riiirnoog..
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more, the formulation in terms of 'comparison', in speaking
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srate_

ments-regardless of whether thel' rvere herd true or false-there
is no
corresponding statement at all in ihe new language.)
The scruples here advanced regarding the assertion that
statemenrs are
to be compared with facts (or reirity; i,ere directed not so
much against
its content but rather against its form. The asserrion is
not false-if onry it
is interpreted in the manner indicated-but formulated in
a potentially
misleading fashion. Hence, one must not, in repudiating
,n. ,rrt rrion, .._
place it
.ly l" deniar: "statemenrs cannot b.'.ompria *iti-ir.t,

1o,
with realitv)"; for thisnegative formulation is as mtich op.;;;
obl."tron
as. the original affirmative one. In repudiating
the forn,,ri.tion on. -ur,
.*: not to reject the procedur. .,rhi.h was presumably intended,
viz.,
:ll.
the confrontation with observation. Nor musi the signihcance
and in_
dispensability of such confronrarion be overshadowed fiy
.r.turir,. ,,,.ntion to the second.operation. (Besides, the phrase 'coriprrirorr-of
statements with each other', instead of 'confrontation', seems
dp.., ao the same
objections') He who reary_ repudiates the first operation-I
do not think
that anyone in scientifically ^oriented circles does-could nor be
considered an empiricist.
The result of these considerations may no'uv be briefly summarized:

question of the definition of truth nusr be clearly distinguished
. '' T"
from
the question of a criterio n of confirmatton.

tz7

TRUTH AND CONFIRMATION
two different -operations'have to
u. In connection with confirmation
of
of an observation and the confrontation
be oerformed, the formulation
first
not lose sight of the
with each other; especially' we must

.."i.*.n,,
oPeration.
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